
CLOVA: A Closed-LOop Visual Assistant with Tool Usage and Update

Supplementary Material

1. Framework of CLOVA
The pseudo-code of CLOVA is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 CLOVA
Input: LLMs, visual tools, instruction data T =

{T1, T2, · · · , Tt}, demonstration pool D, prompt pool
P = ∅.

Output: Updated D, updated P
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , t do
2: Perform inference for Ti by generating plan and program.
3: if Ti is correctly solved then
4: Save the plan and program to D.
5: else
6: Convert intermediate results into language.
7: Perform global reflection.
8: Perform training-validation prompt tuning, store in-

context examples into D and prompts in P .
9: if Updated tools solve Ti incorrectly then

10: Perform local reflection.
11: Perform training-validation prompt tuning, store in-

context examples into D and prompts in P .
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for

2. Comparisons with related methods
In Tab. 1, we present a more detailed comparison table with
more related methods. In the table, ‘Global’ means the
global reflection, ‘Local’ means the local reflection, ‘In-
struction’ means instruction-following tuning, ‘RL’ means
reinforcement learning, and ‘Prompt’ means using prompt
examples as in-context learning. We observe that many
tool-usage methods do not have a reflection capability, and
few methods use global reflection to improve the plans
or programs generated by LLMs. Different from them,
CLOVA uses both global reflection and local reflection to
identify tools that need to be updated, capable of han-
dling complex instructions. Moreover, as we all know, our
method is the first work to update visual tools, through
which the visual assistant can better adapt to new environ-
ments.

3. Prompt Examples
3.1. In-context examples

In the inference phase of our method, CLOVA generates
plans and programs based on in-context examples that in-

clude correct examples and incorrect examples with crite-
ria. Here we show some correct examples and incorrect
examples for the compositional VQA, multi-image reason-
ing, image editing, and factual knowledge tagging tasks, as
shown in Figs. 1 to 4.

3.2. Prompts in inference

In the inference phase, we use LLMs to generate plans and
programs. We show examples of prompts for plan genera-
tion and program generation in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

3.3. Prompts in reflection

In the reflection phase, we use LLMs for global reflection
and local reflection. We show two examples of prompts
for global reflection and local reflection in Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively.

3.4. Prompts in learning

In the learning phase, we use LLMs to infer answers for the
VQA tool, and then tune prompts of the VQA tool using the
question and inferred answer. One example of prompts sent
to LLMs for answer inferring is shown in Fig. 9, respec-
tively.

4. Details of Tool update
4.1. Update VQA tool

4.1.1 Model

We use the BLIP [11] model for the VQA tool. One BLIP
model is composed of three components: an image encoder,
an image-grounded question encoder, and an answer coder,
which are used to extract image features, extract question
features, and generate answers, respectively. In our prompt
tuning scheme, the visual features are extracted from the
image encoder followed by average pooling, whose dimen-
sion is 768. We concatenate learnable prompts with the
inputs to the answer decoder, guiding the answer decoder
to generate desirable answers. The architecture of BLIP is
shown in Fig. 10.

4.1.2 Training

The size of learnable prompts is R16×768, that is we learn
16 vectors as prompts, and the dimension of each one is
768. Since it is non-trivial to define visual concepts for the
VQA tool, we do not store concepts in the prompt pool of
the VQA tool, and all learned prompts and stored together.



Instruction : Is the vehicle in the top of the image?
Plan: 
Step1, Locate the upper region of the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of the upper region.
Step2, Crop the upper region from the given image, based on bounding boxes of the upper region. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Locate vehicle in the upper region of the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of vehicle. The upper region is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Count the number of vehicle, based on bounding boxes of vehicle. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step3.
Step5, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no', based on the number of vehicles. The number is obtained in Step4. If the number is greater 
than zero, the answer is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step6, Visualize results.
Program:
BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='TOP')
IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
BOX1=LOC(image=IMAGE0,object='vehicle')
ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX1)
ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Instruction : Is the lamp different in color than the shirt?
Plan: 
Step1, Locate the lamp in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of lamp.
Step2, Crop the region of the lamp from the given image, based on bounding boxes of lamp. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Asking the image region of lamp, 'What color is the lamp?'. The image region of lamp is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Locate the shirt in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of shirt. 
Step5, Crop the region of the shirt from the given image, based on bounding boxes of shirt. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step4.
Step6, Asking the image region of shirt, 'What color is the shirt?'. The image region of lamp is cropped in Step5.
Step7, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no', based on the color of lamp and the color of shirt. The color of lamp and shirt is obtained in 
Step3 and Step6, respectively. If their color are the same, the answer is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step8, Visualize results.
Program:
BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='lamp')
IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
BOX1=LOC(image=IMAGE0,object='shirt')
ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX1)
ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)
Reason: The plan is correct, and can address the task. But the Step3-Step6 of the program does not match the plan. The plan locates, crops, 
and asks color of the lamp and shirt, but the program counts the number of lamp.

Instruction: Is the vehicle in the top of the image?
Plan: 
Step1, Locate the upper region of the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of the upper region.
Step2, Crop the upper region from the given image, based on bounding boxes of the upper region. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Locate vehicle in the upper region of the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of vehicle. The upper region is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Count the number of vehicle, based on bounding boxes of vehicle. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step3.
Step5, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no', based on the number of vehicles. The number is obtained in Step4. If the number is greater 
than zero, the answer is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step6, Visualize results.

Instruction: On which side of the picture are the yellow chairs, the right or the left?
Plan: 
Step1, Locate the yellow chairs in the given image and obtain bounding boxes of the yellow chairs.
Step2, Crop the region where the yellow chairs are located from the given image, based on the bounding boxes of the yellow chairs. The 
bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Obtain whether the yellow chairs are on the right or left side of the picture, based on the position of the cropped region. If the region 
is on the right side of the picture, the answer is 'right'; On the contrary, the answer is 'left'.
Step4, Visualize the results.
Reason: The Step1-Step3 in the plan are correct. Using the position of the cropped region is not supported. It should first crop the left region 
of the image, and then detect where there are yellow chairs. If not, the answer is right. 

(a) Correct examples for plan generation

(b) Incorrect examples for plan generation

(c) Correct examples for program generation

(d) Incorrect examples for program generation

Figure 1. Demonstration examples for compositional VQA tasks in Dp,s, Dp,f , Dc,s, and Dc,f .



Method Visual Tool Reflection Update LLMs Update Tools
ART [16] ✗ ✗ Prompt -
LATM [1] ✗ Global Prompt -

TRICE [18] ✗ Global Instruction + RL -
ToolkenGPT [7] ✗ - ✗ -
Toolformer [21] ✗ - Fine-tune -
VISPROG [6] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Visual ChatGPT [24] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
InternGPT [13] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

HuggingGPT [22] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
ViperGPT [23] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ToT [8] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
Chameleon [15] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ControlLLM [14] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
MM-REACT [26] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Llava-plus [12] ✓ ✗ Instruction ✗
Gorilla [17] ✓ ✗ Instruction ✗

GPT4TOOLs [25] ✓ ✗ Instruction ✗
OpenAGI [4] ✓ ✗ Reinforcement Learning ✗
AssistGPT [3] ✓ Global Prompt ✗

CLOVA (Ours) ✓ Global+Local Prompt Prompt

Table 1. Comparisons with representative tool-usage methods.

We use questions and inferred answers of incorrect cases
(detailed in Section 3.4) to update the VQA tool. We also
store correct cases with zero vectors as prompts. We use
the language modeling loss [11] to train learnable prompts,
where the Adam optimizer is used and the learning rate is
1e− 3. We train the prompts 100 steps for each instance.

4.1.3 Inference

The prompt ensemble process of the VQA tool has two
steps. (1) We roughly select out 20 prompts from the
prompt pool as candidates, by computing the similarity be-
tween the given query instance and stored instances in the
prompt pool. (2) We use prompt ensemble (detailed in Sec-
tion 3.4) to aggregate the 20 prompts for a query instance.
In other words, we do not aggregate all stored prompts for
a query instance, but 20 similar instances.

4.2. Update LOC tool

4.2.1 Model

In CLOVA, we use the OWL-ViT model [10] for object lo-
calization as the LOC tool. The architecture of OWL-ViT is
shown in Fig. 11. OWL-ViT model uses a standard vision
transformer as the image encoder and a similar transformer
architecture as the text encoder. It removes the token pool-
ing and final projection layer, and instead linearly projects
each output token representation to obtain per-object image

embeddings for classification. Besides, box coordinates are
obtained by passing token representations through a small
MLP. The text embeddings, which are called queries, are
obtained by passing category names or other textual ob-
ject descriptions through the text encoder. At inference
time, given a set of candidate class names and an image,
the model predicts a bounding box and a probability with
which each query, and filters out the bounding box with the
prediction confidence less than 0.1.

4.2.2 Training

In this study, upon identifying the need to update the
LOC tool for learning a specific concept, we employ
instance-wise prompts to update the OWL-ViT model. To
achieve this, CLOVA first collect training data from open-
vocabulary datasets. We adopt LVIS dataset [5] for OWL-
ViT model. Taking the concept ”glove” as an exam-
ple, CLOVA randomly selects 200 samples from the LVIS
dataset, whose class labels contain a glove as the training
data. During training, visual features are extracted from
the backbone, and CLOVA concatenates learnable prompts
with the inputs to the vision transformer decoder. The
model is trained with original losses introduced by OWL-
ViT where only the prompts are learned. The losses in-
clude classification loss and bounding box regression loss.
The former uses focal sigmoid cross-entropy [27] while the
latter uses L1 loss. For classification loss, we regard the



Instruction: An image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding up a belly-first, head-up crab, with water in the background.
Plan: 
Step1, Asking the left image, 'Does the image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding a crab?'.
Step2, Asking the right image, 'Does the image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding a crab?'.
Step3, Asking the left image, 'Is the crab belly-first and head-ups?'.
Step4, Asking the right image, 'Is the crab belly-first and head-ups?'.
Step5, Asking the left image, 'Is there water in the background?'.
Step6, Asking the right image, 'Is there water in the background?'.
Step7, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step1, Step3, and Step5. If all 
answers obtained in Step1, Step3, and Step5 are 'yes', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step8, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step2, Step4, and Step6. If all 
answers obtained in Step2, Step4, and Step6 are 'yes', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step9, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step7 and Step8. If one of the two 
answers is equal to 'yes' and the rest one answer is equal to 'no', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step10, Visualize results.

Instruction: There are two pairs of hands wearing gloves.
Plan: 
Step1, Asking the left image, 'How many pairs of hands are in the image?'.
Step2, Asking the right image, 'How many pairs of hands are in the image?'.
Step3, Asking the left image, 'Are the hands wearing gloves?'.
Step4, Asking the right image, 'Are the hands wearing gloves?'.
Step5, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the number obtained in Step1 and answers obtained in Step3. 
If the number is equal to '2' and the answer is equal to 'yes', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step6, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the number obtained in Step2 and answers obtained in Step4. 
If the number is equal to '2' and the answer is equal to 'yes', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step7, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step5 and Step6. If one of the two 
answers is equal to 'yes' and the rest one answer is equal to 'no', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step8, Visualize results.
Reason: In Step5 of the plan, the plan judge whether there are two pairs of hands in the left image. It is wrong, the plan should judge whether the sum of 
pairs of hands in the two images are equal to two, and then judge whether the two pairs of hands are wearing gloves.

(a) Correct examples for plan generation

(b) Incorrect examples for plan generation

Instruction: An image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding up a belly-first, head-up crab, with water in the background.
Plan: 
Step1, Asking the left image, 'Does the image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding a crab?'.
Step2, Asking the right image, 'Does the image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding a crab?'.
Step3, Asking the left image, 'Is the crab belly-first and head-ups?'.
Step4, Asking the right image, 'Is the crab belly-first and head-ups?'.
Step5, Asking the left image, 'Is there water in the background?'.
Step6, Asking the right image, 'Is there water in the background?'.
Step7, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step1, Step3, and Step5. If all 
answers obtained in Step1, Step3, and Step5 are 'yes', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step8, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step2, Step4, and Step6. If all 
answers obtained in Step2, Step4, and Step6 are 'yes', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step9, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step7 and Step8. If one of the two 
answers is equal to 'yes' and the rest one answer is equal to 'no', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step10, Visualize results.
Program:
ANSWER0=VQA(image=LEFT,question='Does the image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding a crab?')
ANSWER1=VQA(image=RIGHT,question='Does the image shows one bare hand with the thumb on the right holding a crab?')
ANSWER2=VQA(image=LEFT,question='Is the crab belly-first and head-ups?')
ANSWER3=VQA(image=RIGHT,question='Is the crab belly-first and head-ups?')
ANSWER4=VQA(image=LEFT,question='Is there water in the background?')
ANSWER5=VQA(image=RIGHT,question='Is there water in the background?')
ANSWER6=EVAL(expr='{ANSWER0} and {ANSWER2} and {ANSWER4}')
ANSWER7=EVAL(expr='{ANSWER1} and {ANSWER3} and {ANSWER5}')
ANSWER8=EVAL(expr='{ANSWER6} xor {ANSWER7}')
FINAL_ANSWER=RESULT(var=ANSWER8)

(c) Correct examples for program generation

Instruction: A mitten is being worn in one image and the mittens are not being worn in the other image.
Plan: 
Step1, Asking the left image, 'Is a mitten being worn in the image?'.
Step2, Asking the right image, 'Is a mitten being worn in the image?'.
Step3, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no' by executing Python expression, based on the answers obtained in Step1 and Step2. If one of the two 
answers is equal to 'yes' and the rest one answer is equal to 'no', the answer in this step is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step4, Visualize results.
Program:
ANSWER0=VQA(image=LEFT,question='Is a mitten being worn in the image?')
ANSWER1=VQA(image=RIGHT,question='Is a mitten being worn in the image?')
ANSWER2=EVAL(expr='{ANSWER0} and {ANSWER1}')
FINAL_ANSWER=RESULT(var=ANSWER2)
Reason: The plan is correct, and can address the given question. But the Step3 of the program does not match the plan. The program should use 'xor' 
instead of 'and'.

(d) Incorrect examples for program generation

Figure 2. Demonstration examples for multi-image reasoning tasks in Dp,s, Dp,f , Dc,s, and Dc,f .



Instruction: Hide the face of Nicole Kidman with face_with_tongue.
Plan: 
Step1, Detect face regions from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of face regions.
Step2, Select the face region of Nicole Kidman, based on the bounding boxes obtained in Step1.
Step3, Add the emoji face_with_tongue to the face region of Nicole Kidman in the given image, where the face region of Nicole Kidman is obtained in Step2.
Step4, Visualize results.

Instruction: Hide the face of Nicole Kidman with face_with_tongue.
Plan: 
Step1, Detect face regions from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of face regions.
Step2, Add the emoji face_with_tongue to the face regions the given image, where the face region is obtained in Step1.
Step4, Visualize results.
Reason: The plan is incorrect. In Step2, the program should use the SELECT model to classify face regions of Nicole Kidman, instead of adding emoji to all 
faces.

(a) Correct examples for plan generation

(b) Incorrect examples for plan generation

Instruction: Hide the face of Nicole Kidman with face_with_tongue.
Plan: 
Step1, Detect face regions from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of face regions.
Step2, Select the face region of Nicole Kidman, based on the bounding boxes obtained in Step1.
Step3, Add the emoji face_with_tongue to the face region of Nicole Kidman in the given image, where the face region of Nicole Kidman is obtained in Step2.
Step4, Visualize results.
Program:
OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE)
OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='Nicole Kidman',category=None)
IMAGE0=EMOJI(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,emoji='face_with_tongue')
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

(c) Correct examples for program generation

Instruction: Hide the face of Nicole Kidman with face_with_tongue.
Plan: 
Step1, Detect face regions from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of face regions.
Step2, Select the face region of Nicole Kidman, based on the bounding boxes obtained in Step1.
Step3, Add the emoji face_with_tongue to the face region of Nicole Kidman in the given image, where the face region of Nicole Kidman is obtained in 
Step2.
Step4, Visualize results.
Program:
OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE)
OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='Nicole Kidman',category=None)
IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,emoji='face_with_tongue')
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)
Reason: The plan is correct, and can address the given question. But the Step3 of the program does not match the plan. The program should use EMOJI 
functions instead of REPLACE.

(d) Incorrect examples for program generation

Figure 3. Demonstration examples for image editing tasks in Dp,s, Dp,f , Dc,s, and Dc,f .

learned concept and one randomly selected class name in
the image as positive labels and randomly select 13 class
names as negative labels per image to avoid overfitting. The
number of learned prompts is 100, and the prompt is ran-
domly initialized. We set the maximum training step as
100. If within 100 steps, the sample could be detected cor-
rectly by the model, CLOVA would save this sample and
the prompt, otherwise, CLOVA will remove this sample and
the corresponding prompt. Only if all the positive labels are
correctly classified and the average IOU between the pre-
diction boxes and ground-truth boxes is larger than 0.6, we
recognize this sample is correctly detected. We use Adam
as the optimizer and set the learning rate as 5e − 4. Even-

tually, we save the feature and the learned prompt of each
correctly detected instance for this concept.

4.2.3 Inference

The prompt ensemble process of the LOC tool also has two
steps. (1) Given a visual concept and a query image, we se-
lect all the prompts having the same visual concept from the
prompt pool as candidates. We then filter out the prompts by
making predictions with each candidate prompt, if the pre-
diction confidence is larger than 0.1, we will use the prompt
for the query image, otherwise, we will remove this candi-
date prompt. (2) We use prompt ensemble (detailed in Sec-
tion 3.4) to aggregate all the selected prompts for a query



Instruction: Tag the wild animals that lives on the land
Plan: 
Step1, Locate wild animals from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of wild animals.
Step2, List 'wild animals that lives on the land' by asking GPT.
Step3: Classify wild animals that lives on the land, based on the bounding boxes of wild animals obtained in Step1 and the wild animal list obtain in Step2.
Step4: Tag the bounding boxes and labels to the classified wild animals.
Step5: Visualize results.

Instruction: Tag two utensils used for drinking, which are usually in the kitchen
Plan: 
Step1, Locate utensil from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of utensil.
Step2, List two 'utensils used for drinking' by asking GPT.
Step3: Classify utensil, based on the bounding boxes of utensil obtained in Step1 and the utensil list obtain in Step2.
Step4: Tag the bounding boxes and labels to the classified utensil.
Step5: Visualize results.
Reason: In Step2, it should list 'utensils used for drinking, which are usually in the kitchen', instead of only 'utensils used for drinking'.

(a) Correct examples for plan generation

(b) Incorrect examples for plan generation

Instruction: Tag the wild animals that lives on the land
Plan: 
Step1, Locate wild animals from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of wild animals.
Step2, List 'wild animals that lives on the land' by asking GPT.
Step3: Classify wild animals that lives on the land, based on the bounding boxes of wild animal obtained in Step1 and the wild animals list obtain in Step2.
Step4: Tag the bounding boxes and labels to the classified wild animals.
Step5: Visualize results.
Program:
OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='wild animal')
LIST0=LIST(query='wild animals that lives on the land',max=20)
OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories=LIST0)
IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

(c) Correct examples for program generation

Instruction: Tag the wild animals that lives on the land
Plan: 
Step1, Locate wild animals from the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of wild animals.
Step2, List 'wild animals that lives on the land' by asking GPT.
Step3: Classify wild animals that lives on the land, based on the bounding boxes of wild animal obtained in Step1 and the wild animals list obtain in Step2.
Step4: Tag the bounding boxes and labels to the classified wild animals.
Step5: Visualize results.
Program:
OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='wild animal')
LIST0=LIST(query='wild animals that lives on the land',max=20)
OBJ1=LOC(image=IMAGE,object=land')
IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)
Reason: The plan is correct, but the program does not match the plan. In Step3 in the program, it is wrong to use the LOC model. It should use the 
CLASSIFY for OBJ0 obtained in Step1.

(d) Incorrect examples for program generation

Figure 4. Demonstration examples for factual knowledge taggings task in Dp,s, Dp,f , Dc,s, and Dc,f .

instance and contact the prompt with the input to produce a
prediction.

4.3. Update SEG tool

4.3.1 Model

We use the Maskformer [2] model for the SEG tool. One
Maskformer model is composed of three components: a
backbone, a pixel decoder, and a transformer decoder. The

backbone extracts features of images. Then, the pixel de-
coder gradually upsamples image features to extract per-
pixel embeddings. Finally, the transformer decoder uses
image features with our learnable prompts to generate per-
mask embeddings that are combined with pre-pixel embed-
ding for mask prediction. In our prompt tuning scheme, the
visual features are extracted from the backbone followed
by average pooling, whose dimension is 256. We concate-
nate learnable prompts with the inputs to the transformer



Some incorrect cases and their reasons are as follows.
Instruction : Who is in the blue water?
Plan:
Step1, Locate blue regions in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of the blue regions.
Step2, Crop the blue regions from the given image, based on the bounding boxes of the blue regions. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Locate people in the blue regions of the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of people. The blue regions are cropped in Step2.
Step4, Count the number of people, based on bounding boxes of people. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step3.
Step5, Obtain the names of the people in the blue water, based on the number of people. The number is obtained in Step4. If there is only one person, provide
their name; if there are multiple people, provide a list of their names.
Step6, Visualize results.
Reason:
The Step4-Step6 in the plan is correct. After obtaining the bounding boxes of people in Step3, the plan should crop the image region of the person, and ask who is
the person, instead of counting the number.

You are a planner. Given a question, you need to generate the plan.

Now, you need to generate plan for the following query.
Instruction : Is there any snow or grass in this scene?
Plan: 

Some correct cases are as follows.
Instruction : What color is the curtain that is to the right of the mirror?
Plan:
Step1, Locate mirror in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of mirror.
Step2, Crop the region on the right side of the mirror from the given image, based on the bounding boxes of mirror. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Asking the image region on the right side of the mirror, 'What color is the curtain?'. The image region is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Visualize results.

Figure 5. Prompts for plan generation.

Some incorrect cases and their reasons are as follows.
Instruction : What is the red piece of clothing in this photograph?
Plan:
Step 1: Locate the red piece of clothing in the given photograph and obtain the bounding box of the clothing.
Step 2: Crop the region of the red piece of clothing from the given photograph based on the bounding box obtained in step 1.
Step 3: Asking the image region of the red piece of clothing, "What is the red piece of clothing?"
Step 4: Visualize results.
Program:
BOX0=LOC(image= IMAGE,object='red piece of clothing')
IMAGE0=CROP(image= IMAGE,box=BOX0)
ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE1,question='What is the red piece of clothing?')
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER0)
Reason: The Step3 in the program have bug, because the variable IMAGE1 is not defined. It should be IMAGE0.

You are a programmer. You need to generate the program based on Instruction and Plan.

Now, you need to generate program for the following query.
Instruction: Is the baseball man to the right or to the left of the woman?
Plan: 
Step1, Locate the baseball man in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of the baseball man.
Step2, Locate the woman in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of the woman.
Step3, Obtain the relative position of the baseball man and the woman, based on the bounding boxes of the baseball man and the woman. If the baseball man is to 
the right of the woman, the answer is 'right'; On the contrary, the answer is 'left'.
Step4, Visualize results.
Program:

Some correct cases are as follows.
Instruction: What color is the curtain that is to the right of the mirror?
Plan:
Step1, Locate mirror in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of mirror.
Step2, Crop the region on the right side of the mirror from the given image, based on the bounding boxes of mirror. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Asking the image region on the right side of the mirror, 'What color is the curtain?'. The image region is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Visualize results.
Program:
BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='mirror')
IMAGE0=CROP_RIGHTOF(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question='What color is the curtain?')
FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER0)…

Figure 6. Prompts for program generation



You are a debugger. You need to check which model cause of the wrong answer. Errors may exist in the plan, program, or functions called by the program.

The failed case needs to be debugged is as follows. 
Instruction: Is the wall behind a boy?
Description of the Input Image: a photography of a man holding a wii remote in his hand
Human Feedback: The correct answer is no
Our Wrong Answer: yes
Following are the decomposed plan, used program, and obtained result in each step. 
Plan:
Step1, Locate the boy in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of the boy.
Step2, Crop the image region behind the boy from the given image, based on bounding boxes of the boy. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Locate the wall in the region behind the boy, and obtain bounding boxes of the wall. The region behind the boy is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Count the number of walls, based on bounding boxes of walls. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step3.
Step5, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no', based on the number of walls. The number is obtained in Step4. If the number is greater than zero, the answer 
is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step6, Visualize results.
Program and obtained result in each step: 
Step1 Program: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='boy')
The coordinate of BOX0: [[100, 43, 414, 374]]
Step2 Program: IMAGE0=CROP_BEHIND(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a man holding a wii remote in his hand
Step3 Program: BOX1=LOC(image=IMAGE0,object='wall')
The coordinate of BOX1: [[279, 1, 498, 207], [30, 1, 498, 207]]
Step4 Program: ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX1)
Result of ANSWER0: 2
Step5 Program: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
Result of ANSWER1: yes
Step6 Program: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)
Result of FINAL_RESULT: yes
Error Location:
Reason:

Instruction: Is the lamp different in color than the shirt?
Description of the Input Image: a photography of a couple of people in a restaurant
Human Feedback: The correct answer is yes
Our Wrong Answer: no
Following are the decomposed plan, used program, and obtained result in each step.
Plan:
Step1, Locate the lamp in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of lamp.
Step2, Crop the region of the lamp from the given image, based on bounding boxes of lamp. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Asking the image region of lamp, 'What color is the lamp?'. The image region of lamp is cropped in Step2.
Step4, Locate the shirt in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of shirt.
Step5, Crop the region of the shirt from the given image, based on bounding boxes of shirt. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step4.
Step6, Asking the image region of shirt, 'What color is the shirt?'. The image region of lamp is cropped in Step5.
Step7, Obtain whether the answer is 'yes' or 'no', based on the color of lamp and the color of shirt. The color of lamp and shirt is obtained in Step3 and Step6,
respectively. If their color are the same, the answer is 'yes'; On the contrary, the answer is 'no'.
Step8, Visualize results.
Program and obtained result in each step:
Step1 Program: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='lamp')
Result of The coordinate of BOX0: [[45, 78, 245, 345]]
Step2 Program: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
Result of The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a couple of people on a snowboard in the snow
Step3 Program: BOX1=LOC(image=IMAGE0,object='shirt')
Result of BOX1 is empty
Step4 Program: ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX1)
Result of ANSWER0: 0
Step5 Program: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
Result of ANSWER1: no
Step6 Program: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)
Result of FINAL_RESULT: no
Error Location: program
Reason: The plan are correct, and can address the given question. But the Step3-Step6 of the program does not match the plan. The plan locates, crops, and asks
color of the lamp and shirt, but the program counts the number of lamp.

Figure 7. Prompts for global reflection.

decoder. The architecture of Maskformer is shown in Fig.
12.

4.3.2 Training

The size of learnable prompts is R100×256, that is we learn
100 vectors as prompts, and the dimension of each one is



The failed case is as follows.
Instruction: On which side of the photo is the stuffed bear?
Description of the Input Image: a photography of a display case with teddy bears
Desirable Answer: right
Our Wrong Answer: left
It has totally 4 steps. Step1 have been checked:
Step1
Plan: Locate stuffed bear in the given image
Program: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE, object='stuffed bear')
Result of The coordinate of BOX0: [[136, 58, 184, 116], [191, 87, 227, 135]]]

You are a debugger. You need to check which model cause of the wrong answer. After given one step, you need to determine if this step is correct. If it is incorrect,
you need to provide the error location, and explain the reason.

Now you need to check Step2.
Plan: Crop the region of stuffed bear from the given image.
Program: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a group of stuffed animals sitting next to each other.

Is this Step2 correct? Errors may exist in the plan, program, or functions called by the program If they are correct, directly output "yes" and do not output any
other content. If incorrect, firstly output "no", then provide the error location and reason.

Figure 8. Prompts for local reflection.

256. We remove the classification loss of Maskformer, and
only use the mask loss [2] to train learnable prompts, where
the Adam optimizer is used and the learning rate is 1e− 1.
Given a visual concept that needs to be learned, we ran-
domly select 50 samples having this visual concept from
the LVIS dataset [5]. We train the prompts 100 steps for
each instance. After training, we store the concept name,
and image features of instances, and learned prompts of im-
age features in the the prompt pool.

4.3.3 Inference

The prompt ensemble process of the SEG tool also has two
steps. (1) Given a visual concept, we roughly select out 10
prompts having the same visual concept from the prompt
pool as candidates, by computing the similarity between
the given query instance and stored instances in the prompt
pool. (2) We use prompt ensemble (detailed in Section 3.4)
to aggregate the 10 prompts for a query instance. In other
words, we do not aggregate all stored prompts for a query
instance, but 10 similar instances.

4.4. Update SELECT and CLASSIFY tools

4.4.1 Model

We utilize CLIP [19] as the SELECT and CLASSIFY tools.
The model consists of a Vision Transformer (ViT) as the
image encoder and a Transformer-based text encoder. The
image encoder and text encoder encode images and text
descriptions into high-dimensional feature vectors respec-
tively. It learns to align the representations of related con-
tent and separate unrelated content in the embedding space
by utilizing a contrastive loss function. This loss function
encourages CLIP to maximize the similarity between cor-
responding image-text pairs while minimizing it for non-

corresponding pairs. In the prompt tuning scheme, learn-
able tokens are introduced into the image encoder and fine-
tuned. These prompts are stored in the prompt pool for
later use. During inference, the prompt is selected from the
prompt pool and replaced with the image encoder to im-
prove the precision of query data. The architecture of CLIP
is shown in Fig. 13.

4.4.2 Training

We update the CLIP through the deep prompt tuning [9].
We utilize the Adam optimizer with a learning rate set to
1e− 2. To obtain training data, CLOVA uses the concept to
be learned to automatically retrieve 7 images from Google
Images as positive data through web scraping. The first
image is used for validation, while the remaining ones are
used for training. Furthermore, CLOVA derives additional
concepts related to but different from the target concept
through GPT and subsequently collected data associated
with these concepts as negative samples. CLOVA then uses
both the positive data and negative data for training. Dur-
ing the training phase, we introduce 100 learnable prompts
for each of the first three layers of the vision transformer
to facilitate prompt tuning. We conduct prompt tuning for
100 steps per instance, followed by a validation step. If
the accurate prediction is achieved on the validation data,
CLOVA systematically stores features of crawled images
and learned prompts in the prompt pool, otherwise, these
learned prompts are discarded.

4.4.3 Inference

The prompt ensemble process of the SELECT and CLAS-
SIFY tools also has two steps. (1) Given query data, we se-
lect data with its feature and prompt from the prompt pool



Following are some inferring examples.
Instruction: It there three bottles on the table?
The description of Input image: a photography of a restaurant with a table set
Human Feedback: The correct answer is yes
Our Wrong Answer: no
Following are the plan, used program, and obtained result in each step.
Plan:
Step1, Locate table in the given image, and obtain bounding boxes of table.
Step2, Crop the region of table from the given image, based on bounding boxes of table. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Asking the image region of table, ‘How many bottles?'. The image region of the table is obtained in Step2.
Step4, Obtain the answer, based on the intermediate answers obtained in Step3.
Step5, Visualize results.
Program and obtained result in each step:
Step1
Program: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='table')
The coordinate of BOX0: [[40, 240, 581, 479]
Step2
Program: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a table set with a white table cloth and red plates
Step3
Program: ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question= ’How many bottles?')
Results of ANSWER0: two
Step4
Program: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} == three' else 'no'")
Result of ANSWER1: no
Step5:
Program: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)
Result of FINAL_RESULT: no
Error Location: functions called by programs
Reason: In the Step3 of the program, the used function 'VQA' failed to count the number of bottles, as the obtained result of ANSWER0 is ‘two’ instead of ‘three'.
Correct answer of the wrong step: three

You are an inference maker. Your goal is that, given a failed case including a question, its desirable answer, our wrong answer, our plan, our programs, and the analysis
about the wrong step, you need to infer the desirable intermediate results of the wrong step.

Now, you will be given the failed case that needs to infer, as follows. Based on the expected answer, the intermediate results we got at each step of the program, and
the analysis of the wrong step. You need to inference the desirable intermediate results of the wrong VQA step.
Question: What color is the dog, brown or red?
Description of the Input Image: a photography of a group of motorcycles parked in a field
Desirable Answer: red
Our Wrong Answer: brown
Following are the decomposed plan, used program, and obtained result in each step.
Plan:
Step1, Locate the dog in the given image and obtain bounding boxes of the dog.
Step2, Crop the region where the dog is located from the given image, based on the bounding boxes of the dog. The bounding boxes are obtained in Step1.
Step3, Asking the image region of dog, ‘What color is the dog?'. The image region of the table is obtained in Step2.
Step4, Visualize results.
Program and obtained result in each step:
Step1
Program: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='dog')
The coordinate of BOX0: [[51, 65, 83, 96]]
Step2
Program: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a dog is sniffing a toy in the grass
Step3
Program: ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question='What color is the dog?')
Result of ANSWER0: brown
Step4:
Program: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER0)
Result of FINAL_RESULT: brown
Error Location:
functions called by programs
Reason:
In Step3, the function 'VQA' failed to correctly infer the color of the dog based on the cropped region. The obtained result of ANSWER0 is 'brown', which is not one of
the expected colors 'red'
Correct answer of the wrong step:

Figure 9. Prompts of inferring answers for the VQA tool.

with the same concept as the query data. Subsequently, we
compute the similarity between the query data and the se-
lected data. The prompts corresponding to data with high
similarities are used for the query data. (2) We use prompt

ensemble (detailed in Section 3.4) to aggregate selected
prompts for the query data.
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4.5. Update REPLACE tool

We use Stable Diffusion [20] as the REPLACE tool. In
Stable Diffusion, the architecture comprises four key com-
ponents: Sampler, Variational Autoencoder (VAE), UNet,
and CLIPEmbedder. The Sampler and UNet focus on the
actual image generation, the VAE provides a deep under-

standing of image content, and the CLIPEmbedder ensures
the relevance and accuracy of the generated images in rela-
tion to the text inputs. We added learnable prompts to the
text encoder of the CLIPEmbedder component. During the
prompt tuning phase, we tune a prompt for training images
and store it. The dimensionality of the prompt is 768. The
architecture of Stable Diffusion is shown in Fig. 14.
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4.5.1 Training

In order to facilitate the learning of a specific concept for
the Stable Diffusion model, CLOVA employs web scrap-
ing techniques to retrieve 7 images representing this con-
cept from Google Images. We train prompts in the text

encoder of the Stable Diffusion model using downloaded
images. During the training process, the Latent Diffusion
Model(LDM) loss [20] is minimized. Subsequently, the
768-dimensional prompt obtained from the training stage is
stored in the prompt pool. In terms of experimental setup,
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we employ the Adam optimizer. Through our experimenta-
tion, we find that setting the learning rate to 5e−3 achieves
the best learning results.

4.5.2 Inference

Similar to other visual tools, inference for the Stable Dif-
fusion model also contains two steps. Given query data,
CLOVA first locates prompts corresponding to the concept
in the prompt pool and then loads the prompt into the text
encoder of the Stable Diffusion model. Based on the query
and mask, we perform editing on the input image.

5. More Experimental Results
5.1. Training-validation prompt tuning for the VQA

tool

We further evaluate the proposed validation-learning
prompt tuning scheme for the VQA tool, where experi-
ments are conducted on the compositional VQA task using
the GQA dataset. We use the BLIP model for the GQA
dataset and compare our prompt tuning scheme with direct
tuning parameters. We report accuracies with using differ-
ent numbers of training data. Results are shown in Fig. 15.
Our method has higher performance throughout the entire
training process, no matter whether the number of train-
ing data is small or large, showing the effectiveness of the
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Figure 15. Accuracy curves on the GQA dataset

proposed validation-learning prompt tuning scheme for the
VQA tool.

5.2. Evaluation on the online setting

CLOVA can be applied to a more practical online learning
setting. In this case, CLOVA is evaluated in a dynamic data
stream. If it makes a correct prediction on a task, only the
inference phase is activated, and the task is tagged as a cor-
rect prediction; if it makes an incorrect prediction on a task,
this task is tagged as a wrong prediction, and the reflection
and learning phases are activated to update tools. After the
data stream, we calculate the accuracy based on tagged pre-
dictions of all cases. We conduct experiments on the com-
positional VQA and multi-image reasoning tasks, where the



Dataset Method LLama2-7B GPT-3.5-turbo GPT-4

GQA
Baseline 39.2 46.4 52.6

+ Update LLMs 44.8 51.0 55.4
+ Update visual tools 50.2 53.0 57.8

NLVRv2
Baseline 50.0 60.2 64.8

+ Update LLMs 57.4 61.0 66.4
+ Update visual tools 61.6 62.6 67.4

Table 2. Different LLMs on the online learning setting using the
GQA and NLVRv2 datasets.

GQA and NLVRv2 datasets are used. Results are shown
in Tab. 2. Similar to the offline setting in Section 4.2, up-
dating LLMs and visual tools both leads to improvements.

5.3. More case studies

We provide more cases to show the reflection and learn-
ing phases of CLOVA. The reflection and learning phases
for LLMs are shown in Fig. 16. The reflection and learn-
ing phases for the SELECT tool are shown in Fig. 17. The
reflection and learning phases for the LOC tool are shown
in Fig. 18. The reflection and learning phases for the RE-
PLACE tool are shown in Fig. 19. The reflection and learn-
ing phases for the CLASSIFY tool are shown in Fig. 20.
The reflection and learning phases for the SEG tool are
shown in Fig. 21.
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Evaluate the updated LLMs in a new VQA task

Instruction: Do you think 
the table is rectangular?
Desirable answer: Yes

Generated program :
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='table')
Step2: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
Step3: ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question= 
'Is the table rectangular?')
Step4: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} 
== 'yes' else 'no'")
Step5: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Generated program:
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='table')
Step2: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
Step3: ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question= 
'What shape is the table?')
Step4: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} 
== 'rectangular' else 'no'")
Step5: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Intermediate result:
Step1: BOX0: [[40, 240, 581, 479]]
Step2: IMAGE0: a table set with a white 
table cloth and red plates
Step3: ANSWER0: rectangle
Step4: ANSWER1: no
Step5: FINAL_RESULT: no

intermediate result:
Step1: BOX0: [[40, 240, 581, 479]]
Step2: IMAGE0: a table set with a white 
table cloth and red plates
Step3: ANSWER0: yes
Step4: ANSWER1: yes
Step5: FINAL_RESULT: yes

W/o updating LLMs 

Input image

W/ updating LLMs 

LOC result CROP result

Reflection for LLMs in a VQA task
Instruction: Are there any windows in the picture that are not rectangular? 
Human Feedback: The correct answer is no
Our wrong answer: yes

Critique:
Error Location: Plan and Program. Reason: In Step3 of the Program, 
the subquestions should ask 'Are the windows rectangular?', instead of 
asking 'What shape is the window?'. LLMs need to be updated.

Input 
image

Generated program:
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='windows')
Step2: IMAGE0=CROP(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
Step3: ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question='What shape is the window?')
Step4: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} != 'rectangular' else 'no'")
Step5: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of BOX0: [[184, 105, 335, 142]]
Step2: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a window
Step3: ANSWER0: rectangle
Step4: ANSWER1: yes
Step5: FINAL_RESULT: yes Step3 

VQA 
result

Step1
LOC

result

Step2
CROP
result

rectangle

Step4 
EVAL 
result

yes

Instruction: Are there any 
windows in the picture that are not 
rectangular? 
Desirable answer: no
Our wrong answer: yes
Generated program: …
Critique:
Error Location: Plan and 
Program. Reason: In Step3 of the 
Program, the subquestions should 
ask 'Are the windows 
rectangular?', instead of asking 
'What shape is the window?'. 
LLMs need to be updated.

Saved as in-
context examples 
to update LLMs

LLMs

Update LLMs

Reflection for LLMs in a knowledge tagging task

Instruction: Tag two logos of Spanish football clubs in Seville.
Human Feedback: It does not tag on the correct logo, and the tagged 
labels are also not correct.

Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='logo')
Step2: LIST0=LIST(query='Spanish football clubs',max=20)
Step3: LIST1=LIST(query='Seville',max=2)
Step4: OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories=LIST1)
Step5: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
Step6: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of BOX0: [[138,13,263,138], [185,172,312,307],…]
Step2: LIST0: ['Real Madrid', 'Barcelona', 'Atlético Madrid', 'Sevilla', 
'Valencia', 'Villarreal', 'Athletic Bilbao', 'Real Sociedad', 'Real Betis', 
'Espanyol', 'Celta Vigo', 'Granada', 'Osasuna', 'Alavés', 'Mallorca', 'Leganés', 
'Eibar', 'Getafe', 'Valladolid', 'Levante‘]
Step3: LIST1: ['Seville', 'Spain']
Step4: OBJ1: [[138,13,263,138], [185,172,312,307]]
Step5: FINAL_RESULT: [[138,13,263,138], [185,172,312,307]]

Step2
LIST
result

['Real Madrid', 'Barcelona', 'Atlético 
Madrid', 'Sevilla', 'Valencia', 'Villarreal', 
'Athletic Bilbao', 'Real Sociedad', 'Real 
Betis', 'Espanyol', 'Celta Vigo', 
'Granada', 'Osasuna', 'Alavés', 
'Mallorca', 'Leganés', 'Eibar', 'Getafe', 
'Valladolid', 'Levante‘]

Step3
LIST
result

['Seville', 'Spain']

Seville

Spain

Step5
TAG
result

Step1
LOC

result

Input 
image

Step4
CLASSIFY

result

Critique:
Error Location: Plan and Program. Reason: In Step2 and Step3, the 
program asked GPT to list "Spanish football clubs in Seville", instead of 
"Spanish football clubs’ and “Seville” separately.

Instruction: Tag two logos of 
Spanish football clubs in Seville. 
Human Feedback: : It does not 
tag on the correct logo, and the 
tagged labels are also not correct.
Generated program: …

Critique:
Error Location: Plan and 
Program. Reason: In Step2 and 
Step3, the program asked GPT to 
list "Spanish football clubs in 
Seville", instead of "Spanish 
football clubs’ and “Seville” 
separately.

Saved as in-
context examples 
to update LLMs

LLMs

Update LLMs

Instruction: Tag logos of two Russian Internet 
companies that are good at sarch engine and email.

Evaluate the updated LLMs in a new knowledge tagging task

Generated program :
Step1: OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='logo')
Step2: LIST0=LIST(query='Russian Internet companies 
that are good at search engine and email',max=2)
Step3: 
OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories= 
LIST0)
Step4: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
Step5: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='logo')
Step2: LIST0=LIST(query='Russian Internet companies',max=20)
Step3: LIST1=LIST(query='good at search engine and 
email',max=2)
Step4: OBJ2=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories= 
LIST1)
Step5: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ2)
Step6: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Intermediate result:
Step1: OBJ0: 
[[265,197,389,325],…]
Step2: LIST0: ['Yandex’,…]
Step3: LIST1: ['Google', 'Yahoo']
Step4: OBJ1: [[71,225,191,277], 
[20,48,254,136]]
Step4: …

intermediate result:
Step1: OBJ0: 
[[265,197,389,325],…]
Step2: LIST0: ['Yandex', 'Mail.ru'] 
Step3: OBJ1: [[265,197,389,325], 
[20,48,254,136]]
Step4: …

W/o updating LLMs 

W/ updating LLMs 

Figure 16. Case studies of updating LLMs.

Instruction: Create a color pop of Mayan pyramid
Human Feedback: Make the color pop on a wrong object (the blue sky), 
rather than the Mayan pyramid.
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='Mayan pyramid')
Step3: IMAGE0=COLORPOP(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Reflection for the SELECT model in an image editing task

Intermediate results：
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[0, 0, 599, 301], [0, 309, 599, 369], [0, 224, 
599, 324], [0, 89, 590, 339]]
Step2: The coordinate of OBJ1: [[0, 89, 590, 339]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a pyramid in a field 
with a cloudy sky
Step4: The description of FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a pyramid in a 
field with a cloudy sky
Critique:
Error location: functions called by programs. Reason: In the Step2 of 
the program, the used function 'SELECT' failed to select the object of the 
Mayan pyramid correctly. ‘SELECT’ function need to be updated.

Input image

Step1: SEG results

Step2: SELECT results

Step3: COLORPOP results

Instruction: Create a color pop of Mayan pyramid

W/o updating the SELECT model 

Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE)    
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query= ‘Mayan pyramid’)  
Step3: IMAGE0=COLORPOP(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)

W/ updating the SELECT model 

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: COLORPOP 
result

Update the SELECT model in a new image editing task

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result

SELECT

Train prompts 
for the SELECT 
model

Search data from the Internet

Update the SELECT model

W/o updating the SELECT model 

Instruction: Hide Timothy Donald Cook ‘s face with cartoon smiling face
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE, object=OBJ0,query='Timothy Donald Cook’)
Step3: IMAGE0=EMOJI(image=IMAGE, object=OBJ1,emoji='face_with_tongue')

W/ updating the SLECT model 

Input image Step1: FACEDET result Step2: SELECT result Step3: EMOJI result

Input image Step2: Selected result

Evaluate the updated SELECT model in a new image editing task

Step1: FACEDET result Step3: EMOJI result

Instruction: Hide Timothy Donald Cook’s face with cartoon smiling face
Human Feedback: It hides the wrong face, it is on the face of another
person, instead of Timothy Donald Cook.

Reflection for the SELECT model in an image editing task 

Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query=' Timothy Donald Cook ')
Step3: IMAGE0=EMOJI(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,emoji=‘ face_with_tongue')
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER0)

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0:  [[415, 45, 514, 180], [458, 112, 479, 139],…] 
Step2: The coordinate of OBJ1: [458, 112, 479, 139]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0 a photography of two men standing next 
to each other in front of a crowd

Critique:
Error: functions called by programs. Reason: In Step2 of the program, 
the function 'SELECT' failed to select the face of Timothy Donald Cook 
correctly. ‘SELECT’ function need to be updated.

Input 
image

Step1
FACEDET 

result

Step2
SELECT 

result

Step3
EMOJI 
result

SELECT

Train prompts 
for the SELECT 
model

Search data from the Internet

Update the SELECT model

Step3: COLORPOP

Figure 17. Case studies of updating the SELECT tool.



Input image Step2: CROP Step3: LOC
W/o updating the LOC model 

Instruction: Is there a bottle on the left side of the draw bar box? 
Generated program:
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image= IMAGE,object='draw bar box')
Step2: IMAGE0=CROP_LEFTOF (image=IMAGE, box=BOX0)
Step3: BOX1=LOC(image= IMAGE0,object='bottle')
Step4: ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX1)
Step5: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
Step6: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Evaluate the updated SEG model in a new image editing task

W/ updating the LOC model 

Instruction: Are there any bottles on the cement floor?
Human Feedback: the correct answer is yes
Our wrong answer: no

Reflection for the LOC model in the VQA task

Generated program: 
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object=‘cement floor ')
Step2: IMAGE0=CROP(image= IMAGE,box=BOX0) 
Step3: BOX1=LOC(image= IMAGE0,object='bottle')
Step4: ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX1)
Step5: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
Step6: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In Step3 of the program, 
the used function 'LOC' failed to locate the bottle in the given image, as the 
obtained result of BOX1 is empty. As a result, in Step4, the program counts the 
number as 0. This led to the wrong answer in Step5, where the answer is 
determined as no.

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of BOX0: [[2, 247, 637, 477]]
Step2: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a puddle with some bottles.
Step3: The description of BOX1:
Step4: The description of ANSWER0: 0
Step5: The description of ANSWER1: no
Step6: The description of FINAL_RESULT: no

Input image

Step1 LOC result

Step2 CROP result

Search data from the LVIS dataset

Update the LOC model

Instruction: What color is the sign below the antenna?

W/o updating the LOC model 

Generated program:
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object=‘antenna’)
Step2: IMAGE0=CROP_BELOW(image=IMAGE,box=BOX0)
Step3: ANSWER0=VQA(image=IMAGE0,question='What color is the sign?’)
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER0)

W/ updating the LOC model 

Input image Step1: LOC result Step2: CROP result Step3: VQA result

None

Prediction: red

Prediction: green

Input image Step1: LOC result Step2: CROP result Step3: VQA result

Evaluate the updated LOC model in a new VQA taskReflection for the LOC model in the VQA task

Instruction: Is there any antenna?
Human Feedback: the correct answer is yes
Our wrong answer: no

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In Step1 of the program, the used function 
'LOC' failed to locate the antenna in the given image, as the obtained result of BOX0 is empty. As a 
result, in Step2, the program counts the number as 0. This led to the wrong answer in Step3, where the 
answer is determined as no.

Input image

Step1 LOC result
None

Generated program:
Step1: BOX0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='antenna ')
Step2: ANSWER0=COUNT(box=BOX0)
Step3: ANSWER1=EVAL(expr="'yes' if {ANSWER0} > 0 else 'no'")
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=ANSWER1)

Intermediate results:
Step1: Result of BOX0 is empty 
Step2: Result of ANSWER0: 0
Step3: Result of ANSWER1: no
Step4: Result of FINAL_RESULT: no

Update the LOC model

Train prompts for 
the LOC model

Search data from the LVIS dataset

LOC

Step2 COUNT result
0

Step3 EVAL result
no

None no

Step3 LOC result
None

Step4 COUNT result
0

Step5 EVAL result
no

Step1: LOC Step4: COUNT

0

Step6 EVAL

Input image Step2: CROP Step3: LOC

yes

Step1: LOC Step4: COUNT

1

Step6 EVALTrain prompts for 
the LOC model

LOC

Figure 18. Case studies of updating the LOC tool.

W/o updating the REPLACE model 

Instruction: Replace Anne Hathaway with Havanna Winter
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE) 
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='Anne Hathaway') 
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,prompt='Havana Winter') 

Evaluate the updated REPLACE model in a new image editing task

W/ updating the REPLACE model 

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result

Instruction: Replace Natalie Portman with Havanna Winter
Human feedback : Havanna Winter in the new generated image is wrong

Generated program: 
Step1: OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE) 
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='Natalie Portman') 
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,prompt='Havana Winter') 
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[8, 0, 178, 225]]
Step2: The coordinate of OBJ1: [[8, 0, 178, 225]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a woman with a hat and 
a dress 
Step4: The description of FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a woman with a 
hat and a dress

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In the Step3 of the 
program, the used function 'REPLACE' failed to generate an image of 
Havanna Winter  to replace Anne Hathaway correctly.'REPLACE’ function
need to be updated.

Input image

Step1 FACEDET result

Step2 SELECT result

Step3 REPLACE result

REPLACE

Train prompts for 
the REPLACE 
model

Search data from the Internet

Reflection for the REPLACE model in an image editing task Update the REPLACE model

W/o updating the REPLACE model 

Instruction: Replace the lion with a Asio otus
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE) 
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='lion',category=None) 
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,prompt='Asio otus') 

Evaluate the updated REPLACE model in a new image editing task

W/ updating the REPLACE model 

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result

Instruction: Replace the bird with Asio otus
Human feedback : The Asio otus in the new generated image is wrong

Generated program: 
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='bird',category=None) 
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,prompt='Asio otus') 
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[0, 0, 639, 399], [294, 358, 639, 399], [252, 
62, 449, 395]]
Step2: The coordinate of OBJ1: [[252, 62, 449, 395]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a green bird perched on 
a branch in the woods 
Step4: The description of  FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a green bird 
perched on a branch in the woods 

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In the Step3 of the 
program, the used function 'REPLACE' failed to generate an image of 
Havanna Winter  to replace Anne Hathaway correctly.'REPLACE’ function
need to be updated.

Input image

Step1 SEG result

Step2 SELECT result

Step3 REPLACE result

REPLACE

Train prompts for 
the REPLACE 
model

Search data from the Internet

Reflection for the REPLACE model in an image editing task Update the REPLACE model

Figure 19. Case studies of updating the REPLACE tool.



Reflection for the CLASSIFY model in a knowledge tagging task

Instruction: Tag the face of Marta
Human Feedback: The label of Marta is tagged on a wrong person.

Generated program: 
Step1: OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='painting')
Step2: OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories=‘The Old Guitarist’)
Step3: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[11, 17, 158, 177], [179, 16, 332, 176], [351, 17, 621, 176]]
Step2:The coordinate of OBJ1: [[485, 193, 609, 450]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a bunch of paintings that are on a 
white background
Step4: The description of FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a bunch of paintings that are 
on a white background

The Old Guitarist

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In Step3 of the 
program, the used function 'CLASSIFY' failed to classify the painting of the The 
Old Guitarist. ‘CLASSIFY’ function need to be updated.

Input image

Step1 LOC result

Step2 CLASSIFY result

Step3 Tagging result

Evaluate the updated CLASSIFY model in a new knowledge tagging task

Input image Step1: LOC result Step2: LIST result Step3: CLASSIFY result
W/o updating the CLASSIFY model 

Instruction: Tag one painting of Pablo Picasso drawed in 1903, which describes a old guitarist.
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=LOC(image=IMAGE,object='painting')
Step2: LIST0=LIST(query='paintings of Pablo Picasso drawed in 1903, describes a old 
guitarist',max=1)
Step3: OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories=LIST0)
Step4: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)

'The Old Guitarist'

Step4: TAG result

The Old Guitarist

Input image Step1: LOC result Step2: LIST result Step3: CLASSIFY result
W/o updating the CLASSIFY model 

'The Old Guitarist' The Old Guitarist

CLASSIFY

Train prompts for 
the CLASSIFY
model

Update CLASSIFY model

Reflection for the CLASSIFY model in a knowledge tagging task Evaluate the updated CLASSIFY model in a new knowledge tagging taskUpdate CLASSIFY model

Instruction: Tag the painting of The Old Guitarist
Human Feedback: The painting of is tagged on a wrong object.

Generated program: 
Step1: OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories=‘Marta’)
Step3: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Input image

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[145, 56, 214, 164],[387, 56, 461, 152],[330, 53, 392, 174]]
Step2: The coordinate of OBJ1: [[387, 56, 461, 152]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a group of women soccer players 
celebrating a goal
Step4: The description of FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a group of women soccer 
players celebrating a goal

Marta

Step1 LOC result

Step2 CLASSIFY result

Step2 Tagging result

Step4: TAG result

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In Step3 of the 
program, the used function 'CLASSIFY' failed to classify Marta. ‘CLASSIFY’
function need to be updated.

CLASSIFY

Train prompts for 
the CLASSIFY
model

Instruction: Tag Brazilian female athlete who has won six Miss World Footballers
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=FACEDET(image=IMAGE)
Step2: LIST0=LIST(query='Brazilian female athlete who has won six Miss World 
Footballers',max=1) 
Step3: OBJ1=CLASSIFY(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,categories=LIST0) 
Step4: IMAGE0=TAG(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1)

Input image Step1: LOC result Step2: LIST result Step3: CLASSIFY result
W/o updating the CLASSIFY model 

'Marta'

Input image Step1: LOC result Step2: LIST result Step3: CLASSIFY result
W/o updating the CLASSIFY model 

Step4: TAG result

Step4: TAG result
Marta

'Marta' Marta

Figure 20. Case studies of updating the CLASSIFY tool.

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result
W/o updating the SEG model 

Instruction: Replace the wreath with a swimming ring.
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE) 
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='wreath')
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE (image=IMAGE, object=OBJ1, prompt = 'swimming ring') 

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result

Evaluate the updated SEG model in a new image editing task

W/ updating the SEG model 

Instruction: Replace the wreath with a bracelet.
Human Feedback: The image is completely new generated, and the 
background is changed.

Reflection for the SEG model in an image editing task

Generated program: 
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='wreath')
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,prompt='bracelet')
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In the Step1 of the 
program, the used function 'SEG' failed to segment the wreath correctly. ‘SEG’
function need to be updated.

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[0, 0, 499, 498]]
Step2:The coordinate of OBJ1: [[0, 0, 499, 498]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a bracelet with a silver bead and a 
wooden background
Step4: The description of FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a bracelet with a silver 
bead and a wooden background

Input image

Step2 SELECT result

Step3 REPLACE result

SEG

Train prompts for 
the SEG model

Search data from the LVIS dataset

Update the SEG model

Step1 SEG result

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result
W/o updating the SEG model 

Instruction: Replace the air conditioner with a wooden box
Generated program:
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE) 
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='air conditioner')
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE (image=IMAGE, object=OBJ1, prompt = 'wooden box') 

Input image Step1: SEG result Step2: SELECT result Step3: REPLACE result

Evaluate the updated SEG model in a new image editing task

W/ updating the SEG model 

Instruction: Replace the air conditioner with a wooden box
Human Feedback: The image is completely new generated, and the 
background is changed.

Reflection for the SEG model in an image editing task

Generated program: 
Step1: OBJ0=SEG(image=IMAGE)
Step2: OBJ1=SELECT(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ0,query='air conditioner')
Step3: IMAGE0=REPLACE(image=IMAGE,object=OBJ1,prompt='wooden box')
Step4: FINAL_RESULT=RESULT(var=IMAGE0)

Critique:
Error Location: functions called by programs. Reason: In the Step1 of the 
program, the used function 'SEG' failed to segment the air conditioner correctly. 
‘SEG’ function need to be updated.

Intermediate results:
Step1: The coordinate of OBJ0: [[0, 0, 139, 139], [109, 70, 126, 119]]
Step2:The coordinate of OBJ1: [[0, 0, 139, 139]]
Step3: The description of IMAGE0: a photography of a picture of a window with a 
picture of a person
Step4: The description of FINAL_RESULT: a photography of a picture of a window with 
a picture of a person

Input image

Step2 SELECT result

Step3 REPLACE result

SEG

Train prompts for 
the SEG model

Search data from the LVIS dataset

Update the SEG model

Step1 SEG result

Figure 21. Case studies of updating the SEG tool.
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